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Existing Section 202 should be amended to 

read: 

Strikethro~gh = Remove 

Bold/Underline = Add 

202 Term of Offices. 

The term of office of supervisor is 

four years. Board members shall be limited 

to two consecutive terms. No J3erson elected 

s~pep .. isor may serve as such for more than 

two s~ccessive four 'lear terms. Any person 

elected to the office of the supervisor to 

complete in excess of two years of a four 

year term shall be deemed, for the purpose 

of this section, to have serve one full term 

upon the expiration of that term. No person 

having served two successive four year 

terms may serve as a supervisor until at least 

four years after the expiration of the second 

successive term in office. Any supervisor 

who resigns with less than two full years 

remaining until the expiration of the term 

shall be deemed, for the purpose of this 

section, to have served a full four term. The 
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above shall not disqualify any person from 

running for election to the Board of 

Supervisors for any term or terms which are 

not successive. The term of office 

commences at noon on the first Monday 

after the January pt succeeding their 

election. 

The supervisor for each of the First, 

Second, and Third Districts shall be elected 

in 1996, then every four years thereafter. 

The supervisor for each of the Fourth and 

Fifth Districts shall be elected in 1994, then 

every four years thereafter. 
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• Current services provIsions are 

acceptable, but redundancy in yellow 

highlighted sections requires 

deletion of sentence in first 

paragraph 

• Clarification in adding the words for 

what is common practice (2nd 

paragraph) 
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